Posi-twist

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Posi-Products connectors help make your electrical connections fast, easy, and
reliable with no crimping, soldering, or messy tape. You get a strong, low-resistance electrical
connection, and you can reuse the connectors, too. Posi-Twist connectors replace
old-fashioned wire nuts and crimp caps with stronger, more reliable connections. This package
contains 25 twist connectors for to gauge wires. Skip to main content. You can return the item
for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK
and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 18 hrs and 57 mins Details. In Stock. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Buyers's Connection. Posi-Products Posi-Twist Add a gift
receipt for easy returns. Brand: Posi-Products. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and
well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by
Buyers's Connection and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Ships from and sold by Amazon. More
items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Posi-Twist Wire Connectors
gauge. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Posi-Twist ga. Wire Connector
Strong splices for two or more wires. Posi-lock Connectors, Gauge, Bulk Pack of Posi-Lock
Connectors gauge Pack of 9. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. What I like: 1. Easy to use. Just insert your wires and twist. This is a big one when
you consider the alternatives 3. Not expensive in the least 4. Firm grip, wires don't come loose
like with crimp connectors 5. Made the install go that much more quickly. What I don't like: As
of right now, no dislikes I installed my first car stereo recently, and initially watched the
Crutchfield video for instructions. They mentioned the positwists and used them in the video.
Initially, I didn't think anything of it and just taped the wires together. It was a hassle though,
and though it worked, I wasn't pleased with it, and I worried about the tape coming off or wires
coming loose, so I took another look at these connectors. I'm a person the appreciates ease and
simplicity, things that just work, and make my life easier. Considering how often I'd actually use
these since I don't go changing my radio out every day, I still appreciated these connectors.
They held tightly, were easy to use, and can be reused without damaging existing wires. Very
much worth the money I paid for them and I would recommend them to anyone. Used these to
wire my car radio harness and under cabinet LED lighting. Made install super easy. Highly
recommended. By Spencer in AZ on December 21, Images in this review. Was torn between
soldering a car radio harness, crimping, heat wrap, or these twist connectors. From the high
reviews, I decided to take the easy route and try these twist connectors. They worked great, just
make sure you have the right amount of exposed wire - too long and the cap will have trouble
screwing; too thick and your wires wont fit. I used awg wires with these and they worked fine,
even when doubled up inside 1 twist connector. Just put together a car stereo wiring harness
with these today for an install. Previously, I had always soldered my connections, which never
failed me but was more time consuming. For the heck of it, I tried crimping and didn't like that a
few them pulled out despite me crimping them as tight as the crimpers would go. Saw that
Crutchfield recommends these and uses them for their own work so figured I'd give them a
shot. Simply put, these are fantastic. The connection they create feels strong and on top of that
they're reusable. What a great little product. These make wiring up a car stereo harness simple.
I've installed to head units using these, instead of soldering or crimping, and have had zero
issues. It's as simple as twisting wire together, so it's fast, but it can also easily be undone
without the need to cut a solder joint or wire crimp, thus preserving the original wire length.
They doo take up more space than a thin butt connector or a solder joint so keep that in mind
when installing a stereo in a tight space. Although these don't look like the Posi-Twists brand
I've purchased before they perform exactly the same and may be a bit more robust. For any job
involving stranded wiring, and especially for car audio installations, these are simply a must
have product. They're very easy to use, quick to install, provide a secure method for joining

wires and are reusable if you make a mistake and have to "undo" the work. I'll never do another
wiring job without them! I had next to no experience with wiring. I probably still don't, but long
story short someone had done a really ugly tape splicing of aftermarket plugs and all my trucks
dash harness wires needed to be redone. I was prepared to crimp some basic butts with a nice
Klein tool, and didn't find it that difficult, but then stumbled upon mention of these connects.
Twist - insert - twist, no solder, no tooling other than to strip, whats not to love. For a beginner it
saved a lot of sweat and swearing near the back of the receiver bay. I had tried electrical tape
and wire twist caps and still had a short when they came off and blew out a stereo from walmart.
I found these and they were great. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I
absolutely love these! I actually have a lot of different connectors for various projects I have on
the go and I'd say these are some of my favorites. Don't expect to get more than 2 small gauge
wires in here though, pretty tight for space. Report abuse. Very handy little connectors! I used
them when I was installing my Aftermarket Sony Radio in my car. They work great! Great
product, fast delivery. These were great for my application. I needed something that wasn't
crimped or soldered. The only thing was they're way overpriced! Awesome product! Very easy
to use. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: car stereo wire , car wires ,
auto electrical wire , auto car wires , Best wire for cars , Explore crimps for cars. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. FREE Shipping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping
within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 11
hrs and 42 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon Sold by Timsbiz Details.
Ships from. Sold by. Posi-Twist Assortment pac Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Posi-Twist
Assortment pack wire connectors awg. Brand: Posi-Twist. This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Sold by Timsbiz and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. Sold by Buyers's Connection and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Posi-Twist Wire
Connectors gauge. Posi-Twist ga. Wire Connector Strong splices for two or more wires.
Posi-Lock wire connectors Assortment pack awg. Next page. Featured items you may like.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Brand
Posi-Twist Item Weight 2. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? For use with stranded
wire only, will not work with solid wire. Customers who bought this item also bought. USB 3.
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. These came fast and are as described. A wonderful thing to have
around the house. So easy to use and solid as well. Wonderful invention! These is the greatest
invention for securing electrical wire connections I've come across in a long time. Simple and
easy to use, and handy, too. Work as advertised, easily connect many wires without the
uncertainty of a standard screw connector. Study, quick, reliable connection. The whole line of
Posi-XXX has been so useful in so many ways! Makes working with electrical so much better
dare I say enjoyable? One person found this helpful. Worked great for my after-market stereo
install! I like the idea of making a solution less permanent. The connections are solid and the
applicati
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on is easily reversible. They fit the specified size, but not much to either side. See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. Report abuse. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

